
 

Pedestrian Virtual Space Based Abnormal 
Behavior Detection 

Abstract: It is a crucial issue to efficiently detect anomaly from 

surveillance videos. Abnormal behavior detection is developed 

in an unsupervised way based on spatio-temporal motion 

analysis in pedestrian virtual space. The pedestrian virtual 

plane is constructed which consists of both the ground plane 

and the pedestrian head one. The abnormal behavior is 

discriminated by a circular variance of pedestrian trajectories 

around the 3D virtual region instead of traditional 2D 

protected one. The protected region can be assigned as 

different shapes and sizes. Experiments show that the proposed 

method is efficient for distinguishing the anomaly in a 

protected region without any hypothesis for the scenario 

contents in advance. Comparisons with state-of-the-arts 

highlight the superior performance of the proposed method. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Abnormal movement around some important protected 

regions, as a kind of serious safety issues, is getting more 

and more attention. The protected region is often considered 

as a highly concerned one in the reality scene including 

some entrances of military authorities, important institutes 

and so on. 

Video surveillance has become one of the popular ways 

in detecting pedestrian movement behavior and providing 

security alert timely. Based on the video frames captured by 

the camera, some abnormal activities, uncommon behaviors, 

or irregular events in a scene can be distinguished [1-2]. 

One of the key problems is how to detect pedestrians 

efficiently from videos. Many methods [3-11] have been 

proposed to deal with it including utilizing shapes of objects 

[3-4], classifiers [5-7], moving object segmentation [8-9] 

and filter tracking [10-11]. These methods have two limits 

when dealing with detection and tracking for abnormal 

pedestrians. One is that they are not suitable for abnormal 

pedestrian detection since the pedestrian’s morphology 

changes frequently. The other is that it’s difficult to detect 
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and track multiple pedestrians because of their occlusion 

and complex motion patterns. Another key issue is how to 

distinguish abnormal motion behaviors from normal ones in 

videos. Many approaches have been developed to detect the 

anomaly including normal trajectory dictionary constructing 

[12] and trajectory learning framework [13]. These methods 

need prior training before judging abnormal behavior. It 

does not meet demands of real-time monitoring. Besides, it 

is difficult to get complete trajectories for distinguishing 

abnormal behavior. Because there are different trajectories 

for pedestrian motion around the sensitive protected region 

such as loitering ones. To solve this problem, some methods 

without training have been proposed to detect the anomaly 

[14-18]. Anomaly has been detected according to the 

position relationship of foreground pixels with specific 

warning line in [14-15]. These methods [14-15] are prone to 

be affected by pedestrian poses and scenario illumination 

variations. Besides, it is difficult to judge whether pedestrian 

passed through the specific 2D warning line or not 

efficiently. An intruding abnormal detection has been 

proposed based on the position relationship between the 

pedestrian center gravity and protected area instead of 

warning line in [16-18]. These methods [16-18] are 

performed in 2D image space. It is difficult to determine 

whether pedestrian intruded the specific region or not. To 

overcome some limits mentioned above, both distinct spiral 

and close trajectories on 2D image in [19] are employed to 

discriminate the anomaly. Angle change on 2D image based 

abnormal motion detection approach has been proposed in 

[20]. The limit is that only a small number of trajectories 

can be identified and the angle variation on 2D image has 

large errors. Motion history image (MHI) for the centroid of 

the moving pedestrian has been used in [21]. The similarity 

between two MHIs of template trajectories is adopted to 

judge the anomaly. There are some simple loops for the 

template trajectories [22], which cannot be used to deal with 

some complex trajectories in the videos. Besides, it is hard 

to get complete human body contours since they are 

occluded when multiple pedestrians move in the scene. 

Aiming at some limits mentioned above, a novel 

abnormal motion detection method is developed based on 

pedestrian spatio-temporal motion around a 3D virtual space 

instead of traditional 2D protected region. An overall 

flowchart of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1. The 

3D virtual plane equation is constructed according to single 

pedestrian extracted by ones head in a surveillance scenario. 

A corresponding 3D virtual warning space for the protected 

region in the scene is built. The problem whether a 

pedestrian intruded or loitered around the warning region in 

a 2D scene is transformed to the one whether he intruded or 

loitered around the 3D virtual warning space. The abnormal 

behavior is discriminated in a circular variance of pedestrian 
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moving around the virtual region instead of around 2D 

image plane. The proposed circular variance not only can be 

used to represent the remote change of the pedestrian 

motions, but also needs not consider the shape of pedestrian 

motions. Comparisons with some state-of-the-arts have 

highlighted the superior performance of the proposed 

method. The main contributions are as follows. The first 

contribution is that a 3D pedestrian virtual space is 

constructed based on detection and tracking for only one 

pedestrian. The pedestrian motion is mapped into a 3D 

virtual space instead of traditional 2D image space. The 

second contribution is that the circular variance of 

pedestrian motion is developed to distinguish the anomaly, 

which describes pedestrian motions no matter how long he 

has moved. The third contribution is that it is practical for 

real applications and does not require sample training or any 

hypothesis for the scenario contents. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Pedestrian 3D virtual space construction is described in 

Section II. Pedestrian abnormal motion analysis method is 

developed in Section III. Experiments and analysis are 

discussed in Section IV and followed by some conclusions 

in Section V. 

Fig.1 An overall flowchart of the proposed approach for detecting abnormal behaviors

IIPEDESTRAIN 3D VIRTIUAL SPACE CONSTRUCTION 

According to our previous work in multiple heads 

detection and tracking [23-24], we get head vertex’s 

coordinates (xh1, yh1) and shoulders’ central coordinates (xh2, 

yh2). To construct a 3D pedestrian virtual plane equation, we 

determine only one pedestrian corresponding foot’s central 

coordinates (x0, y0) and any other two points’ coordinates (x1, 

y1), (x2, y2) on the ground at the initial stage of video 

surveillance. h1 and h2 are the distances (xh1, yh1) and (xh2, yh2) 

from (x0, y0), respectively (seen from Fig. 2). 

 
Fig.2 Pedestrian 3D virtual space model construction 

Assume a ground plane equation is: 

  0 DBYAX                   (1) 

Based on (x0, y0) and other two points (x1, y1), (x2, y2) 

on the ground, the coefficients A, B, and D in (1) can be 

solved in singular value decomposition as following: 
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Let head vertex plane equation and shoulder one are as 

follows, respectively: 

0 DCZBYAX                 (3) 

0 DCZBYAX                 (4) 

We get simultaneous equations based on A, B, D, the 

distances h1, and h2 as following: 

 
Fig.3 3D virtual space region construction based on 2D 

protected region 
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Based on the pedestrian plane equations mentioned 

above, a 2D protected region S in video surveillance image 

is transformed into a 3D virtual space (shown in Fig.3). The 

ground protected area SS in the 3D space corresponds to 2D 

region S, SSh is the pedestrian shoulders plane. The space 

between SS and SSh is a 3D virtual protected region. 

III PEDESTRIAN ABNORMAL MOTION ANALYSIS 

The term anomaly cannot be defined explicitly [25]. 

Some methods have been developed based on the implicit 

assumption that events occur occasionally are potentially 

abnormal, and taken as anomaly [26-28]. We focus on 

recognizing whether pedestrian intruded a specific region or 

loitered around the region. 

A.Intruding Anomaly Detection 

One of the key problems is how to determine whether 

pedestrian passed through the protected region or not. A 

common simple method has been employed to detect 

intrusion as following.  

Some features of corresponding objects are extracted 

after segmenting foreground regions for each frame 

including motion foreground size (S), and center of mass (Ce) 

of the object. For S, we just calculate the number of pixels 

of foreground. Ce can be estimated as:  

)/,/(
1 1
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i

S

i

ii SySxCe                   (7) 

where xi and yi are the location of foreground on x and y 

axis, respectively. 

It can be judged whether there is intrusion or not as:  



 


otherwise

RCeif
I

,0

,1
                     (8) 

where the R represents the protected region. 

Some examples for some pedestrian walked in different 

scenarios are shown in Fig.4. 

The pedestrian labeled as “1” would be judged that he 

intruded into the protected region (shown in red frame in 

Fig.4) if the method as mentioned above is adopted. In fact, 

no any pedestrian stepped into the protected region.  

To address this problem, we transfer the 2D intruding 

anomaly detection to the 3D virtual region. A projection 

strategy is developed as follows.  

Let a projection ray L start from central point P of 

pedestrian head and link with any endpoints of manual 

warning region S. We compute the sum Co of cross points 

that ray L intersects the polygon S as: 

1,if

,otherwise

iCo L l
Co

Co


 


I
           (9) 

where li(i=1, ⋯,k) is a side of the polygon S, 
iL lI

indicates that L intersects with li. 

 
Fig.4 Some examples for intruding in a 2D region 

We determine whether the point P locates in the 

polygon S or not as following: 



 


otherwise    ,0

12Co if,1
),(

%
SP         (10) 

where the symbol % is a modulo operator. 

If (P, S) = 1, it means that the P is inside S, which 

indicates that pedestrian intruded the specific warning 

region. 

 

 
Fig.5 Some examples for intruding or not in 3D virtual 

region 

Some examples are given in Fig.5 that 3D virtual 

regions are constructed according to the previous 2D 

protected regions (shown in Fig.4). No any pedestrians 

including the one labeled as “1” would not be taken as 

intruders that he stepped into the protected regions if (10) is 

employed. Some results would be further discussed later. 
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B.Loitering Anomaly Detection 

Let the set of direction angle of pedestrian trajectory be 

Ai = {α1, α2,…, αi}. Each direction αi is computed as: 

-1 1arctan( , )i i i i iy y x x   
              (11) 

A common method can used to determine whether 

pedestrian is loitering or not according to the angle variation. 

There are diverse motions trajectories for pedestrians. 

Some examples are given in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig.6. Some examples for pedestrian motion trajectories 

It would be difficult to determine whether pedestrian is 

loitering or not in the angle variation. For example, α 

changed from 0° to 340°, the direction variation is 170°. It 

would not be any motion shapes for pedestrian in this way. 

The circular variance (Cv) [29] is employed to estimate 

pedestrian motions.  

An angle buffer is introduced to store direction angle αi 

for calculating Cv. Let the size of angle buffer be k. Cv is 

calculated as following:  
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The larger Cv is, the higher the degree of motion 

direction change is. Some examples for pedestrian loitering 

randomly in a scenario are shown in Fig. 7. 

One can find that pedestrian loitered in different 

trajectories from left columns in Fig.7. Correspondingly, the 

Cv curve presents different variation shapes, respectively. 

The value of Cv is low when motion direction changes 

gently while it is high when direction changes rapidly. 

From Fig.7, we can see the peak value of Cv is 

different when direction is changing rapidly or gently. We 

calculate the variation of Cv as follows:  

)-)(-()( kiiikii CvCvCvCvCvSym           (13) 

where Cvi, Cvi+k and Cvi-k are computed as (12) 

according to {αi-k, αi-k+1,…, αi},{αi, αi+1,…, αi+k} and {αi-2k, 

αi-2k+1,…, αi-k}, respectively. 

Sym(Cvi) is used to represent the change of the slope of 

Cvi. If Sym(Cvi) <0, it illustrates that the slope of Cvi was 

changed. Otherwise if Sym(Cvi) >0, the slope of Cvi has not 

been changed. 

The variation numbers of Cvi slope is calculated as: 

11, if ( ) ( ) 0

0, otherwise

i iCc Sym Cv Sym Cv
Cc

 
 


     (14) 

In order to further determine whether pedestrian is 

loitering around the protected region or not, we consider the 

distance between the pedestrian and the protected area as 

following. 

niLpdistrpdist i ,...,2,1)),(min(),(   (15) 

where Li is a side of a protected region, and n is the 

number of edges of protected one, and symbol min is a 

minimal operator. 

The abnormal motion is defined as: 



 


otherwise

TCcif
TCc

,0

,1
),(               (16) 

where T is a threshold value and would be discussed 

later. 

IV EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

To test performance of the proposed method, we 

experiment in some real-world video sequences. Collected 

video datasets by ourselves are selected to test the 

performance at the same situations. All the experiments are 

performed in C++ with OpenCV, Pentium(R) 2.6GHz CPU 

and 2G RAM. 

 

Fig.7 Cvs in different scenes as k=30. Left columns are pedestrian trajectories in the scenes, right columns are 

corresponding Cvs. 
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A. Tested Videos 

The first video is captured in a vertical angle with 

resolution 640×480 pixels outdoors and labeled as Seq.1. 

There are multiple pedestrians in this video sequence. Some 

of pedestrians loitered randomly and others walked along 

different paths in a square in Seq.1.  

The second video near the park is also captured in a 

vertical angle with 640×480 pixels and labeled as Seq2. 

There are multiple pedestrians in this video sequence. Some 

people loitered around the protected area at random, and 

some people stepped directly into the protected area. 

The last video is a surveillance video in a customs 

checkpoint and labeled as Seq.3. Most of pedestrian walk 

along the prescribed channel, while some ones walked 

through the forbidden area. 

One can download free these videos from 

http://pan.baidu.com/s/1gfGaCeB for non-commercial 

academic research. Some examples for these videos 

are given in Fig.8. 

 

 

Fig.8 Some examples of the tested videos labeled as Seq.1, Seq.2, Seq.3 from top to bottom, respectively. 

 

Fig.9 TPR and FPR with different ks 
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Fig.10 TPR and FPR with different Ts
 

Fig.11. Some results from Seq.1. Some pedestrians loitered around a specific region in a square, others walked 

randomly with different trajectories, corresponding Cv, Cc, and δ(P, S) curves, both anomalies detected results and  

ground truth marked as blank bar, from top to bottom, right to left, respectively. 
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Fig.12. Some results from the Seq.2. Pedestrian loitered around a park and passed through a specific region along a 

cement road with motion trajectory, corresponding Cv, Cc, and δ(P, S) curves, both anomalies detected result and 

ground truth marked as blank bar, from top to bottom, right to left, respectively. 

B.Choice of Parameters 

To build a fair comparison, k in (12) and T in (16) are 

kept the same in the experiment. For k in (12), if it is small, 

the corresponding motion information may be insufficient to 

describe pedestrian motion patterns. Otherwise, some 

adjacent patterns will be affected each other. To get a 

reasonable k, we change it from 15 to 40 at an interval of 5 

to evaluate its performance by receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) [30-31]. 

All tested videos are selected to perform parameter 

analysis. Some results are shown in Fig.9. One can note that 

both true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) 

increase with the increasing of k from Fig.9. We set k to 30 

as a tradeoff between TPR and FPR and keep it the same in 

the experiment. 

For T in (16), we change it from 1 to 6 at an interval of 

1 and evaluate the performance as mentioned above. Some 

results are shown in Fig.10 for the tested videos. 

We set T to 4 as a trade-off between the TPR and FPR 

for all the videos and keep it the same in the experiment. 

C.Performance Comparisons with Some 

State-of-The-Arts 

Some pedestrians loitered randomly and others walked 

along different paths in a square in Seq.1. Some results for 

pedestrian motion trajectories and motion behavior 

judgments are shown in Fig.11. Both the intruding and 

loitering anomalies are detected when they walked into a 

specified region according to δ(P, S) = 1 or loitered around 

the specified one according to Cc≥4. One can find that the 

detected results are in keeping with the ground-truth from 

Fig.11 
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Fig.13. Some results from the Seq.3. Pedestrian loitered around a hall and passed through a specific region with 

motion trajectory, corresponding Cv, Cc, and δ(P, S) curves, both anomalies detected result and ground truth marked 

as blank bar, from top to bottom, right to left, respectively.

Fig.14 Comparisons among the investigated methods in all videos, and they are the results of Seq.1, Seq.2, Seq.3 from 

left to right, respectively 
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Multiple pedestrians loitered around a park and 

someone passed through the road-block region in Seq.2, 

which makes the anomaly judgment be challenging. Some 

results are shown in Fig.12. One can find that the detected 

results are in accordance with the ground-truth from Fig.12. 

Most pedestrians walk along the prescribed passages, 

while someone cross into “no-go” region. Some results are 

shown in Fig.13. One can find that the detected results are 

corresponding to the ground-truth also from Fig.13. 

In order to evaluate further the performance of the 

proposed method, some methods have been selected to test 

the performance at the same conditions including [20-22]. 

Some quantitative results in different methods for the above 

tested videos are shown in Fig.14, respectively. One can 

note that the propose method has superior performance by 

comparisons. Some performance comparisons are given in 

Table I. 

 

Table I. Comparisons in anomaly detection 

Methods TPR FPR 

[20] 84.23% 7.48% 

[21] 87.08% 5.89% 

[22] 87.90% 4.55% 

Proposed 91.14% 3.13% 
 

 

In order to further evaluate the performance in 

processing times and build a fair comparison, all videos are 

kept the original size of corresponding videos. Some results 

of the average running time for each frame in the selected 

videos are given in Table II.  

One can find that the proposed method has superior 

processing performance among the investigated approaches 

from Table II. 

 

Table II. Comparisons in average process times (ms) 

Methods [20] [21] [22] Proposed 

Seq.1 120 135 130 110 

Seq.2 150 170 160 150 

Seq.3 190 200 195 170 
 

 By comparisons, it highlights that the proposed 

approach has superior performance among the investigated 

methods in distinguishing the difference between the 

normality and anomaly even if in the case of multiple 

pedestrian with different motions from the beginning to the 

end in the video sequence. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

Abnormal behavior detection is developed in an 

unsupervised way based on spatio-temporal motion analysis 

in pedestrian virtual space. The 3D pedestrian virtual space 

is constructed based on detection and tracking for only one 

pedestrian. The pedestrian motion pattern is mapped into 3D 

virtual space instead of traditional 2D image space. A 

circular variance of pedestrian motion around the 3D virtual 

region which described the 3D trajectory is developed to 

distinguish the anomaly, which describes the pedestrian 

motions no matter how long he has moved. The protected 

region can be assigned as different shapes and sizes. 

Anomaly detection is practical for real applications and does 

not require sample training or any hypothesis for the 

scenario contents. Experiments highlight that the proposed 

approach is efficient for distinguishing the anomaly without 

any hypothesis for the scenario contents in advance. 

Comparisons with some state-of-the-arts have indicated the 

superior performance of the proposed method. 
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